An expression for the radiation force from a cw-laser on a fluidfluid interface is derived that is able to model the giant deformations observed in modern experiments when the fluid system is close to the critical point implying that the surface tension is very small. The core of our argument is that the system is modelled as a step-index optical fiber. Then, observing that the dominant HE 11 mode in the fiber means a considerable enhancement of the radiation energy density in the central part of the core, we are able to derive in a natural way a reasonably accurate description of the observed effects. To our knowledge this is the first time that a quantitative theory of the giant deformations, experimentally observed in particular by the Bordeaux group, is given.
Introduction
The force exerted by light on continuous matter has attracted attention since the days of Maxwell. In 1969 he was the first to predict and calculate the pressure from light reflecting off a surface, whereas in 1901 the first attempts of experimental verification were made by Lebedev. It was verified that Maxwell's calculations were correct, in that the pressure was proved to act inwards to a reflecting surface. Poynting [1] later extended the knowledge of radiation pressure by including the case of light refraction; he considered light incident from vacuum on the surface of a transparent dielectric, predicting the irradiation to produce an outward normal force irrespective of the angle of incidence. More recently, the experimental paper of Ashkin and Dziedzic from 1973 is a pioneering work [2] . They illumined an air-water surface by a focused pulsed laser, verifying that the force was indeed outward directed. Another recent experiment along the same lines is that of Schroll et al. [3] .
The radiation pressure problem is related to the well known AbrahamMinkowski controversy about the correct form of the electromagnetic energymomentum tensor in a continuous medium. That question has been discussed at varying degrees of intensity ever since Abraham and Minkowski presented their energy-momentum expressions around 1910. In the simplest case, when the medium is isotropic and homogeneous, the difference turns up only in the expressions for the momentum density g: in the Minkowski case g M = D×B, whereas in the Abraham case, g A =(1/c 2 )E × H, the latter expression satisfying Planck's principle of inertia of energy g = S/c 2 , S being the Poynting vector. For an introduction to the Abraham-Minkowski problem, the reader may consult Møller's book on relativity [4] , or the review article [5] of one of the present authors. There is by now an extensive literature literature in this field; some papers are Refs. [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Fortunately, for practical purposes the difference between the Abraham and Minkowski predictions goes away in optics because the influence from the 'Abraham term' fluctuates out. The force can be calculated from the electromagnetic stress tensor parts only, and the stress tensors are equal in the two cases. We shall take this into account in the following, and simply call the force the Abraham-Minkowski (AM) force.
The reason why radiation forces has attracted increased interest in recent years is their importance in practical applications. For instance, in biology and medicine the need of non-invasive techniques for manipulation of individual cells or complex molecules has led to the development of optical tweezers, invented for the first time by Ashkin et al. in 1986 [14] . Furthermore, fluidinterface instabilities driven by the relatively strong forces from electric field [15, 16] represent nowadays the cornerstone of many industrial processes such as electrospraying [17] , ink-jet printing [18] , and surface relief printing [19] .
An important progress as regards the application of pressure forces, is to make of two liquids in the vicinity of the critical point. Then, the surface tension becomes diminished enormously, and the desired action of pressure forces becomes enhanced. Traditionally, due to the competition with surface forces, the pressure effect has been rather minute. For instance, in the Ashkin-Dziedzic air-water pressure experiment [2] , with surface tension equal to σ =73 mJ/m, the deflection of the water surface acted upon by a pulsed Nd YAG laser was only about 1 µm. Working near the critical point, the deflection can be much higher, about 50 µm or more. Moreover, in a two-fluid system of surfactant-coated nano droplets in oil microemulsions the surface tension can be made more than one million times smaller than the usual air-water tension (cf, for instance, Ref. [20] ).
The main purpose of the present paper is to present a theoretical analysis of how the large deformations observed form when low-surface-tension liquids are laser illuminated. Interesting work, both experimental and theoretical, has in recent years been done in this direction by the Bordeaux group, considering diverse effects arising from the focusing of laser beams onto a fluid-fluid interface having extremely low surface tension. Much of this work, up to 2002, is summarized in the PhD thesis of Casner [21] . There are several recent articles by this group [3, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . There is also a review paper [27] , and related papers of others such as [28] . Whereas the first experimental and theoretical investigations dealt with small deformations in the hydrodynamic linear regime, the most recent experiments have demonstrated the appearance of giant surface deformations of order 50-100 µm. Large finger-shaped structures have been observed, as well as liquid jets and shedding of microdroplets. Figure 1 shows typical patterns in the case of downward/upward illumination [21] of a surface. Obviously, these deformations belong to the nonlinear hydrodynamic regime.
A theoretical description of these finger-shaped deformations has so far been lacking. Conventional theoretical descriptions make use of a simple Gaussian form for the intensity distribution in the incident laser beam. Here, we will present a new calculational method whose main ingredient is to regard the rod-shaped deformation as an optical fiber. As is conventional in fiber optics, we take the HE 11 mode to be dominant for a step-like fiber having a weak refractive index difference between core and cladding. Therewith the central core becomes exposed to a laser intensity differing in shape and intensity from the conventional Gaussian intensity distribution.
There is another advantage of this kind of wave description. The radiation pressure is predicted to be nonvanishing even on the vertical walls of the cavity. The magnitude of the pressure is of the same order as the pressure from a Gaussian beam on a flat surface at normal incidence. Such a pressure is not obtainable using a ray picture of the beam; in such a case, the (orthogonal) pressure on a parallel wall is simply zero. We manage in this way to derive an expression for the deflection that is in reasonable agreement with the observations. Section 2 gives the general theoretical background, and Sec. 3 solves the equation of force equilibrium when the input laser intensity is assumed Gaussian. Section 4 introduces the step-index fiber model, calculates the width of the giant deformations, and compares with experiments.
Theoretical background
The electromagnetic force density f in an isotropic, nonconductive and nonmagnetic medium (see, for instance, Refs. [5, 29] ), is where the index of refraction n 1 < n 2 . The electromagnetic surface force is directed towards the optically thinner medium irrespective of the laser light's direction of propagation.
• The laser-beam intensity distribution is Gaussian, and stays Gaussian also in the region being deformed
• Ray optics may be used to describe the path of a light beam within the deformation
As we shall see later, the latter two assumptions are no longer valid in the case of giant, cylinderlike deformations.
Properties of the liquids
The system considered is comprised of two near-critical oil-emulsions separated by an interface, caused by the density contrast between the liquids. It is useful here to introduce some physical nondimensional quantities. First, there is the Bond-number, describing the relative strength of buoyancy in comparison to the Laplace force:
Here, l C is the capillary length,
where σ is the surface tension, ρ 1 and ρ 2 are the densities of the lower and upper liquids, and g is the gravitational acceleration. In the experiments of Casner and Delville, the Bond-numbers were in the range from 10 −3 to about 4. If B 1, the gravitational force is much weaker than the surface-tension force.
An advantage of near-critical systems is the possibility to tune fluid properties continuously by varying the temperature. Many physical quantities scale with temperature as
α , where α is a constant (see for instance [30] ). Thus the density contrast may be determined as [27] 
where β = 0.325, ∆ρ 0 = 284 kg/m 3 and T C = 308.15 K is the critical temperature for which the liquid mixture separates into two different phases. Next, the surface tension reads
with ν = 0.63, σ 0 = 1.04 × 10 −4 N/m. Furthermore l C may be written conveniently as
where l C,0 = σ 0 /(∆ρ 0 g), and α = (2ν − β)/2. The refractive index contrast is given as
with
Another useful parameter is the ratio
which can now be compactly expressed as
Derivation of the governing equation
Under stationary conditions the shape and size of the interface deformation is determined by the balance of radiation pressure, surface tension, and gravity. Let the two-liquid interface be represented as z = h(r, θ) in cylindrical coordinates (r = √ x 2 + y 2 ). We assume azimuthal symmetry, so that ∂h/∂θ = 0. We may relate the angles of incidence and transmission to the derivative of the deformation height as follows:
Further introducing the coefficients of reflection and transmission,
and taking into account the polarization of the incident beam, E ⊥ i = E i cos β, E i = E i sin β, we may write the radiation surface force as [27, 28] Π = 2n i I c
where n i is the refractive index of the medium from which the laser-beam is incident, and N < 1 as mentioned above. I is the intensity of the laser beam, and β is the polarization angle. The function f (h r , β) is given by
where h r ≡ ∂/∂r h(r, z). The polarization plays no important part however, as can be seen by plotting the normalized radiation force for different values of the angle β. In Fig. 3 , it is hard even to separate the curves for varying β with a value of N = 0.986. Setting N = 0.75, it becomes clear that the radiation force is more strongly dependent upon the angle of polarization for small values of N . As in the experiments of Casner and Delville the refractive indices of the two liquids were nearly equal, the value of N is indeed near unity. This gives an expression for f (h r , β) → f (N, h r ), averaged over the angle β, that is more than accurate enough for our purpose, as
where
Surface tension
For a curved interface with principle radii of curvature R 1 and R 2 , Laplace's formula reads
where σ is the surface tension coefficient. If the surface is concave upwards, R 1 and R 2 are positive quantities. A surface z = h(x, y) has the mean curvature [31] 1
As h θ = 0 in our case, the mean curvature may be expressed in cylindrical coordinates as 1
giving the Laplace formula in simplified form,
Total force balance
Summing the forces of radiation pressure, surface tension, and gravity, we obtain the governing equation of the system at equilibrium:
or, more explicitly
Here, ρ 1,2 corresponds to the density of the respective liquid, and g is the gravitational acceleration. This equation is also found in e.g. [27, 28] , and can be solved numerically once I(r) is known.
Numerical solution
In this section the differential equation (22) will be solved. If we assume a Gaussian form for the intensity of the incident beam, we have
where P is the total power. It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless variables
By these substitutions, Eq. (22) can be written in the dimensionless form
In view of the expression (5) for l C we can also write this as
The function f (N, H R ) is the same as given by Eq. (16) above, except from the replacement h r → H R . As before, B = (ω 0 /l C ) 2 is the Bond-number, and |∂n/∂ρ| = 1.22 × 10 −4 m 3 /kg [21] . The ratio N = n 1 /n 2 , and the capillary length l C , are the only temperature-dependent parameters which vary with T according to Eqs. (8) and (11) . Thus, we have three parameters present in the differential equation (25) , namely the temperature difference ∆T , the beam waist ω 0 , and the beam power P .
Equation (25) is solved using Matlab, and the results are presented below in Figs. 4 and 5. Similar results are presented by Hallanger et al. [28] , except here the theoretical curve is directly compared with experimental data provided by the Bordeaux group. The profiles of the deformations are extracted from images taken by a CCD-camera; these images were kindly provided to us by Jean-Pierre Delville. Similar experimental data are given also in Figs. 6.4 -6.6 in Casner's thesis [21] , and in Figs. V.1 and V.7 in the review paper [27] . As is seen, the numerical solution gives excellent results for a laser power of P=450 mW, beam waist ω 0 = 5.3 µm, and ∆T = T − T C = 3.5 K. However, as the laser power is increased, the correspondence between theory and experiment becomes poor. In general, if the laser power increases and/or the temperature difference decreases, or the width of the beam waist decreases, the behavior becomes hydrodynamically nonlinear (although electrodynamically still linear), and harder to predict. Linear theory is able to explain the observed deformations at low beam power and comparatively large beam waists [21, 25] (corresponding to the linear regime), and the nonlinear theory seems able to give an adequate description of the system in the weakly nonlinear regime (as in Fig. 4) . A possible explanation as to why nonlinear theory fails will be presented in the next section. 
Electromagnetic Wave Analysis
When the power of the laser is increased beyond a certain threshold, the nature of the deformation of the liquid-liquid interface becomes nonlinear and harder to predict. Thus, it is seen that a "nipple", or "shoulder" appears in the case of light propagation in the upward direction. If the light propagates downwards, the deformation becomes very large and cylinderlike, eventually forming a jet. It has even been observed that the deformation can form a liquid bridge crossing a central layer of fluid, as is seen in Fig. 1 e) . In this case the deformation, or rather the liquid column, may actually be regarded as an optical fiber, capable of guiding the laser-light due to internal reflections.
Furthermore, the deformations and columns tend to have vertical walls, which corresponds to |h r | → ∞. Figure 6 : The function f (N, h r ) goes to zero as h r grows large, i.e. when the walls of the deformation, or the liquid column, are (nearly) vertical. The only remaining forces is then the Laplace force and the hydrostatic pressure-force, both acting inwards. This implies that the column or deformation should collapse in on itself, which it evidently does not.
Examining the expression (14) for the radiation pressure, it can be seen that (see Fig. 6 ) Π AM → 0, when |h r | → ∞, implying that the radiation force vanishes, leaving only the forces of surfacetension and gravity, which both act against any deformation of the interface. This result is obviously unphysical, since both steep-walled deformations, and the liquid columns, are stationary structures. This means that the two last assumptions made in Sec. 2 must be invalid. In all probability the laserbeam intensity distribution will not be Gaussian within the huge non-linear deformations. Also, ray-optics may give a poor description of the propagation of the electromagnetic waves within the structure. Our main proposal is now to model the huge deformations (and liquid columns) as sections of an optical fiber, where the core of radius r = a is the upper liquid, and the cladding is the surrounding liquid (the lower liquid). Solving Maxwell's equations for such a geometry, and relating the power flow through the structure to the power of the incident laser beam, one should be able to obtain a more reliable Figure 7 : Section of the deformation modelled as an optical step-index fiber.
expression for the radiation pressure, and give an estimate for its magnitude.
Derivation of the modified radiation force
Assuming plane wave propagation and sinusoidal time-dependence of the fields E, B ∝ e −iωt , Maxwell's equations may be combined to give the following Helmholtz wave equations for H and E (cf., for instance, Ref. [32] ):
By taking the z-components of Eqs. (28) and (29), and eliminating the transverse field components, one finds the two-dimensional scalar wave equations for the system,
and
and similarly the H-field for r < a,
The prime on the Bessel functions indicates differentiation with respect to the argument γr.
The aim now is to determine the allowed discrete angles ϑ at which the light rays may propagate, corresponding to the allowed modes of propagation. We begin by defining the normalized transverse wave numbers as
Furthermore, the wave numbers u and w are related, from Eq. (37), as
often referred to as the normalized frequency. The electromagnetic boundary conditions are that the tangential field components are continuous across r = a. From this the general dispersion relation may be constructed, valid for all values of N = n 1 /n 2 [33] :
The fundamental mode of the step-index fiber
To simplify the discussion, we will from now on only consider the fundamental mode of the step-index optical fiber. This mode corresponds to the n = 1 solution of the scalar wave equation, and is often referred to as the hybrid mode. The fundamental mode of a step-index optical fiber is the HE n=1,l=1 mode, corresponding to both E z and H z nonzero [33, 34] . The index l = 1 corresponds to the first root of the dispersion relation satisfying k 1 < k z < k 2 . The HE 11 mode has no cutoff frequency, and is therefore regarded to be the fundamental mode of the optical step-index fiber. A sketch of the intensity distribution for this mode is given in Fig. 8 . The transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes are in fact the lowest order solutions with n = 0, and have E z and H z equal to zero, respectively, but these modes possess cutoff frequencies below which they cannot propagate in the fiber. Numerically solving the dispersion relation (39) for a given ω, we obtain the wave numbers k z for the different modes of propagation. With all field components being known, we can now calculate all components of the Abraham-Minkowski surface force density on the interface (cf. Eq. (3)),
As before,
is the normal vector to the interface, pointing from the internal medium 2 to the external medium 1. If S = 1 2
(E × H * ) denotes the Poynting vector, the total power P carried by the optical fiber plus the cladding is given by
Some calculation yields
Here, it is understood that J n , K n = J n (u), K n (u). The constant A is equal to A e above, and B e has been eliminated via the boundary condition E z (a−) = E z (a+). The parameter s is given by
When the steepness is large (h r 1) the expression for the Laplace force in the radial direction takes on the simple form
The force balance may then be written as
This equation can easily be interpreted physically: The right hand side is the AM surface force density acting outwards. This force is balanced by the Laplace force σ/a acting inwards, minus the net hydrostatic pressure ∆ρgh(r = a) = (ρ 1 − ρ 2 )gh(r = a) that act outwards. Recall that h(r) is a negative quantity. We do not regard a as a fixed parameter, but rather we determine the magnitude of the radiation pressure for a range of given values of a, and subsequently find the corresponding equilibrium radii where the radiation pressure exactly balances the forces of surface tension and hydrostatic pressure. Ergo, the thickness of the liquid column will vary with depth. For a given depth, the hydrostatic pressure difference is known, and then it is easy to determine the new equilibrium radius a. Notice that we still regard the structure as an ideal step-index fiber, although in fact it is not. The fiber rather resembles a tapered cylinder, which would require a different solution to Maxwell's equations to get exact results. But as a model, and a good approximation, we regard the fiber locally (with depth) as an optical cylindrical guide with zero taper. The electromagnetic radiation pressure plotted as a function of varying fiber radius a, for given beam-power P . The combined pressure of the surface tension and gravity is also plotted. Intersect points corresponds to possible equilibrium-radii. Figure 8 shows the radiation pressure together with the restoring force versus radius a, for various powers P when ∆T ≡ T − T C = 3.5 K, ∆n = 0.55%. For instance, when P =500 mW there are two stable radii, the first lying at a ≈ 3.5 µm and the second at a ≈ 4.5 µm. The same behavior is seen for P =700 mW, except that the equilibrium points are then at a ≈ 5.2 µm and a ≈ 6.4 µm. Thus for a given power, the width of the liquid column can take on several discrete values. With increasing temperature difference ∆T the radiation force becomes weaker relative to the Laplace force and the hydrostatic pressure force (diagrams not shown here). This behavior is expected, since the surface tension is temperature dependent and an increase in ∆T leads to a higher surface tension. Also, the hydrostatic pressure force grows a little as the density contrast increases, but this is not of great importance since the term ∆ρgh is very small. We find the same general tendency also in this case, namely that for sufficiently high power there are several stable radii.
In Fig. 9 the radius of the fiber corresponding to equilibrium between the forces of radiation pressure, surface tension and gravity at the given depth is plotted, producing a shape that is quite similar to the observed liquid jets. A comparison between theoretical and experimental result is given in Fig. 10 . Figure 10 : The interface deformation resulting from the balance between the modified AM-force, the Laplace force, and the hydrostatic pressure force. The conditions are T −T C = 6 K, with the power carried by core plus cladding indicated underneath each frame. Rightmost frame is taken from Casner's PhD [21] , showing a liquid jet of length L ≈ 1000µm and radius R ≈ 7 µm, created by a laser-beam with a waist of ω 0 = 3.5 µm at a power of 1750 mW. T − T C = 6 K.
Summary
The large fingerlike deformations, the liquid columns and liquid jets seen in laser optics experiments (cf. Fig. 1 ), may be modelled as optical waveguides or fibers. This is the main idea of the present paper. We have identified the electric field components of a step-index fiber, identifying the HE 11 mode as the fundamental mode. The HE 11 mode is a hybrid mode, being in some sense more complicated than the conventional TE and TM modes in that the axial electromagnetic fields E z and H z are not zero, but it is precisely this mode that is the dominant one in conventional step-index fibers when the index contrast N = n 1 /n 2 is close to 1 [33] . (Cf. the illustration of the intensity distribution of the HE 11 mode in Fig. 8 .) The fact that the giant deformations are seen experimentally just in the vicinity of the critical point when N ≈ 1, makes our fiber model very natural from a physical viewpoint.
Out fiber mode proved to be fruitful; not only gave it an explanation to the very existence of large liquid columns and jets, but it provided also model profiles like those in Fig. 10 , demonstrating that the model gives quite realistic results for the general shape as well as the diameter of the liquid jets.
Recall that a conventional Gaussian distribution for the intensity of the laser beam would be incapable of describing these giant deformations. To our knowledge, the above theory gives for the first time a reasonably accurate description of them.
